Many researchers have found that the lagged interest rate enters estimated monetary policy rules with overwhelming significance, suggesting that policy adjusts gradually to changes in economic conditions. However, Rudebusch (2002) argues that the lagged interest rate is not a fundamental component of the U.S. policy rule, and that its significance arises from the omission of serially correlated variables from the policy rule. This paper considers the possibility that policy rules may be characterized by both partial adjustment and serially correlated omitted variables. Our findings indicate that even if one allows for serially correlated errors, partial adjustment plays an important role in describing the behavior of the federal funds rate.
Introduction
Over the past ten years there has been extensive research on the setting of monetary policy following the pioneering work of Taylor (1993) . This research suggests that monetary policy can be well described by simple policy rules that determine the short-term interest rate as a function of a small number of variables, such as the output gap and inflation. As Taylor noted, such simple rules cannot capture the complexities of the policy process, but they may nonetheless provide a useful benchmark for policy.
Many variants of the original specification of Taylor have been estimated in the literature. A common finding from this literature is that the lagged interest rate enters estimated policy rules with overwhelming significance.
1 However, there is considerable debate about how this lagged term should be interpreted. On the one hand, the presence of the lagged term tends to make the federal funds rate adjust sluggishly in response to changes in economic conditions, a characteristic that policymakers may find attractive for a number of reasons. First, inertial movements in the federal funds rate may be optimal in the presence of various uncertainties about the structure of the macroeconomic model, about the values of the parameters of the model, or about the quality of contemporaneous data releases.
2 Second, inertial policy, by influencing expectations of future policy movements, can allow the policymaker to exercise effective control of output and inflation without requiring aggressive movements in the shortterm interest rate.
3 Moreover, policymakers may be concerned about abrupt policy actions because they could, either by confusing market participants or by causing large movements in asset prices, have adverse effects on the operation of some financial markets. 4 On the other hand, Rudebusch (2002) argues that the lagged interest rate may not enter the actual policy rule at all. Instead, he argues that the significance of the lagged interest rate in estimates of the policy rule may reflect serially correlated errors that correspond to the FOMC's reaction to factors not included in the estimated policy rule. As evidence, he points to the lack of predictive power of the term structure for future values of the funds rate, arguing that if the coefficient on the lagged interest rate truly represented sluggish adjustment, then the term structure should effectively predict future federal funds rate movements. Rudebusch concludes that "the lagged policy rate, though useful in mopping up residual serial correlation, should not be given a structural partial adjustment interpretation with regard to central bank behavior " (pp. 1184) .
This paper attempts to answer the question of whether the lagged interest rate is a fundamental component of the policy rule estimated for the United States, or whether its apparent significance can instead be attributed strictly to serially correlated errors. While both partial adjustment and serially correlated errors result in considerable inertia in interest rate movements, we demonstrate that there is a fundamental difference in their implications for the dynamics of the federal funds rate. This difference allows us to estimate a policy rule with both components and to test their significance and their relative importance in describing federal funds rate movements. Our results suggest that while omitted serially correlated variables may be a significant characteristic of estimated policy rules, the lagged interest rate enters the policy rule in its own right and plays an important role in the dynamics of the federal funds rate.
Two Models of the Federal Funds Rate
We begin by comparing two specifications of a monetary policy rule: one in which the lagged interest rate enters, and one that does not include the lagged rate but allows for serially correlated errors. Both specifications make the common simplifying assumption that policymakers set the federal funds rate based only on current economic conditions (and perhaps the lagged federal funds rate).
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The first of these two alternatives can be written as follows:
where i is the federal funds rate, p is the inflation rate, y is the output gap, and e is an i.i.d error term. This specification has been termed a "partial adjustment" rule by some researchers, including Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) . The reason is that under this specification, the federal funds rate moves gradually toward the rate ˆ( which we refer to as the "Taylor-rule rate"), closing 1-l of the gap in each quarter (l is assumed to be less than one).
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By comparison, a policy rule with serially correlated errors can be written as follows: 
5 Depending on the dynamic structure of the economy, it may be optimal for policymakers to also react to lagged values of the gap and inflation. However, we follow the literature in assuming that current values are sufficient for the policy rule. Note that if the lagged values enter the policy rule only because they help forecast future values of output and inflation, then the forward-looking rules estimated in Section 3 would be appropriate. As noted there, our results are robust to the use of such rules. 6 Note that the "Taylor-rule rate" is not the rate that would be implied by Taylor's (1993) rule, but instead is that implied by a rule of the form assumed by Taylor with coefficients estimated based on the various specifications described in the text. Also, the federal funds rate may never reach the Taylor-rule rate, because output and inflation will begin to respond to the policy movement. 7 In both (1) and (2) one could equivalently think of the error terms as applying to the Taylor rule (the first equation in each case). While this would make no difference econometrically, in the serially correlated error case it may clarify that the error could reflect the effects of variables in the rule that are not included by the econometrician. Indeed, in that case, it might seem appropriate to have a second error, reflecting deviations by the central bank from the actual rule. Such an approach is taken in Gerlach-Kristen (2002) , who uses a Kalman filter to extract estimates of the excluded variable.
where u is a serially correlated error term and the other variables are defined as in equation (1). Under this specification, there is no partial adjustment towards the Taylor-rule rate, and the funds rate deviates from the Taylor-rule rate only by the error term. Under Rudebusch's (2002) interpretation, this error term represents various episodic events that affect the federal funds rate but are not included in the Taylor rule specification, such as the credit crunch in the early 1990s or concerns about the seizing up of financial markets in the fall of 1998. 8 These errors are assumed to follow a first-order autoregressive process, so that a fraction 1-r of the difference (u ) between the federal funds rate and the Taylor-rule rate closes each quarter.
Nonlinear least squares estimates of the monetary policy rule under these two specifications are presented in Table 1 . Our sample includes quarterly data from 1987Q1 to 2001Q4. The federal funds rate is defined as the average effective federal funds rate over the quarter, the output gap is based on real GDP relative to the CBO's estimate of potential GDP, and the inflation measure is the four-quarter change in the GDP deflator. 9 In both specifications, the coefficients on the output gap and inflation are largely consistent with other estimates from the literature, including a significant coefficient on the output gap and a coefficient on inflation that is greater than 1. More importantly, note that both rules capture the inertial behavior of the federal funds rate, but in different ways-through a significant parameter l in equation (1), and through a significant parameter r in equation (2).
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Other researchers have argued that it is difficult to distinguish between the hypotheses of partial adjustment and serially correlated errors because they have similar implications for the dynamics of the short-term interest rate. This is clearly the case for the expected path of the funds rate in response to a gap between the interest rate and the Taylor-rule rate. In both cases, in the absence of new shocks, a fixed portion of the gap (either 1-l or 1-r) closes each period until the gap is eliminated.
However, the two hypotheses differ in their implications for the response of the interest rate to changes in the Taylor-rule rate. To see this difference, note that equation (1) can be rewritten as
This equation indicates that the interest rate adjusts only partially both to changes in the Taylorrule rate and to the lagged difference between the Taylor-rule rate and the funds rate. Similar manipulation of the serially correlated error specification in equation (2) yields
8 For now, we assume that the innovation to the error term, e, is i.i.d., consistent with Rudebusch (2002) . We discuss some possible alternatives to the assumed structure of the error term in Section 3. 9 The quarter-average funds rate is used to correspond with the observations for output and inflation, which are based on activity over the quarter.
However, the findings regarding the relative importance of the parameters r and l are robust to using the end-of-quarter target federal funds rate in the estimated rule. 10 If the federal funds rate affects the output gap or the inflation rate within the current quarter, then the estimation results reported here are potentially biased because the right-hand-side variables are correlated with the error term. However, the results are little changed if the equation is estimated using instruments known at time t-1, suggesting that such misspecification is not a problem. Estimates of the policy rules shown by equation number from the text. All rules estimated using quarterly data from 1987Q1 to 2001Q4. T-statistics shown in parentheses are based on standard errors that have been corrected for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation using the method of Newey and West (1987) . To be consistent across policy rules estimated in levels and differences, all R 2 statistics are reported for the level of the funds rate.
The second term of equation (4) is similar to that of equation (3)-the federal funds rate closes only a fraction of the lagged difference between the Taylor-rule rate and the actual rate. However, the first term in the two specifications differs importantly. In contrast to the partial adjustment case, the funds rate adjusts fully to changes in the Taylor-rule rate in the serially correlated error specification, as the serially correlated error maintains the gap between the federal funds rate and the new level of the Taylor-rule rate.
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The intuition for the distinction between the two specifications is straightforward. If the Federal Reserve is responding to some autocorrelated factor that causes its policy to deviate from the Taylor-rule rate, as in equation (4), it should still respond fully to any observed changes in output and inflation that shift the Taylor-rule rate. By contrast, if the Federal Reserve instead 11 Of course, the fact that equations (3) and (4) have the same form owes to the simple structures assumed in each case. For example, if the serially correlated errors had higher-order dynamics, then additional terms would be introduced into equation (4). Similarly, more complicated specifications of partial adjustment would affect equation (3). Nonetheless, the difference in the first terms of the equations, which is critical to distinguishing between the two hypotheses, would remain unaffected by these changes. Estimates of policy rules of the form shown in equations (3) and (4), without the restrictions on the coefficients on t iD and ) (
. All rules estimated using quarterly data from 1987Q1 to 2001Q4. T-statistics shown in parentheses are based on standard errors that have been corrected for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation using the method of Newey and West (1987) . To be consistent across policy rules estimated in levels and differences, all R 2 statistics are reported for the level of the funds rate.
follows a rule with some partial adjustment as in (3), it should react slowly to all macroeconomic developments, including changes in the Taylor-rule rate.
Based on this difference between the two specifications, we can test empirically to see which is more consistent with the data. To do so, we use nonlinear least squares to estimate the change in the funds rate as a function of the change in the Taylor-rule rate and the lagged gap between the Taylor-rule rate and the funds rate. 12 The results, which are shown in Table 2 , can then be evaluated in light of equations (3) and (4). The coefficient multiplying the change in the Taylor-rule rate is well below 1, consistent with the partial adjustment explanation of the significance of the lagged interest rate and inconsistent with the serially correlated error specification. Indeed, the hypothesis that the coefficient equals 1 is overwhelmingly rejected. However, the restriction in (3) that the coefficient on the change in the Taylor-rule rate equals the coefficient on the policy gap also can be rejected at conventional levels, although the 12 Note that if we imposed the parameter restrictions in equations (3) and (4), we would get the same results as in Table 1 . In particular, the fact that the left-hand-side variable is in differences here does not affect the estimation results. However, given the discussion in the text, the differenced specification seems more intuitive to us. To be consistent across policy rules estimated in levels and differences, we report in the tables R 2 statistics based on the level of the funds rate. significance level of the rejection is considerably smaller. Thus, the data do not appear to be consistent with either hypothesis (exclusively), but they appear to object less to the partial adjustment specification.
Allowing Both Partial Adjustment and Serially Correlated Errors
An obvious possibility is that the policy rule is characterized by both partial adjustment and serially correlated errors. These two hypotheses can be nested as follows:
where, as above, l is the partial adjustment parameter, and r is the serial correlation parameter. In this case, the equation for the change in the funds rate becomes:
The first term captures the partial adjustment of the interest rate to the most recent change in the Taylor-rule rate; the remaining terms reflect the slow closing of any existing gap between the funds rate and the Taylor-rule rate and the consequent inertia of interest rate changes. Note that if l equals 0, equation (6) reduces to the case of serially correlated errors considered above (equation (4)), while if r equals 0, it reduces to the case of partial adjustment (equation (3)). This equation is similar to that in Rudebusch (2002 Rudebusch ( , p. 1178 , who also nests the hypotheses of partial adjustment and serially correlated errors into a single equation. However, Rudebusch's test is based on the maintained assumption that only one of the two factors-partial adjustment or serially correlated errors-can be present, but not both. Thus, although his specification is similar to (6), it omits the regressor Di t-1 since this term drops out if either l or r is zero. We instead think that it is reasonable to allow for the possibility that both factors are at play-that variables not included in the rule lead to autocorrelated errors and that policymakers choose to adjust policy gradually. Not only does such an approach seem natural a priori, but our empirical results support this assumption.
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Note that l and r enter the second and third terms of equation (6) symmetrically, and so distinguishing between the hypotheses of serially correlated errors and partial adjustment still depends on the first term-the estimated response of the funds rate to changes in the Taylor-rule rate. Thus, identification of l and r requires variation in the Taylor rule rate. This result mirrors that noted in Blinder (1986) in the context of inventory models. Blinder shows that if the target level of inventories does not change over time, then it is not possible to identify the partial adjustment and serial correlation parameters in a standard model of inventory behavior. More generally, if the variables included in the empirical model to account for movements in the target 13 Rudebusch's test provides mixed results and appears to be unstable over time, providing motivation for his study of the indirect evidence from the predictability of future interest rates from the term structure. However, our finding that both serially correlated errors and partial adjustment are important seems robust to changes in the sample period, as discussed in Section 3. Newey and West (1987) . To be consistent across policy rules estimated in levels and differences, all R 2 statistics are reported for the level of the funds rate. level of inventories are only weakly correlated with such movements, then the partial adjustment and serial correlation coefficients may be difficult to estimate precisely.
In the case of monetary policy rules, however, these concerns do not seem likely to cause difficulties. Since changes in inflation and the output gap should be associated with substantial movements in the Taylor rule rate, their inclusion in the model should allow the estimation of l and r. Indeed, as shown in Table 3 , nonlinear least squares estimation of equation (6) yields fairly precise estimates of the two parameters. The results indicate that both l and r are fairly large, suggesting that both partial adjustment and serially correlated errors play an important role in the dynamics of the federal funds rate.
14 Moreover, a comparison of the estimates in Table 3 with those in Table 1 shows that allowing for serially correlated errors reduces the estimated 14 Blinder (1986) also shows that there may be two local minima to the estimation problem, and that estimates can converge to the wrong one. However, a grid search over possible alternative values of l and r confirmed that our estimates are global minima. Note also that if we estimate equation (6) without imposing any restrictions on the coefficients, we cannot reject the restriction that the coefficients on the three variables on the right hand side of the equation are the given functions of just two parameters (l and r) at conventional significance levels. degree of partial adjustment only modestly, with the l parameter falling from 0.72 (in Table 1 ) to 0.58.
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Because we are able to identify the effects of both partial adjustment and serially correlated errors directly from estimation of the policy rule, we do not have to resort to other sources of evidence, such as the predictive power of the term structure that is the focus of Rudebusch (2002) . The direct test offered here is preferable, in part because the lack of predictive power found in Rudebusch (2002) might have nothing to do with the structure of the monetary policy rule. Instead, it might reflect well-known violations of the assumptions underlying the expectations hypothesis. 16 The large and significant estimates of l and r reported in Table 3 leave open the question of the relative importance of partial adjustment and autocorrelated errors for the behavior of the federal funds rate. To address this question, we measure the relative importance of these components based on the extent to which they explain deviations of the federal funds rate from the Taylor-rule rate. Note that equation (6) can be rearranged to yield the interest rate gap:
Using equation (7), we simulate the path of the interest rate gap under two counterfactual scenarios: one with no partial adjustment (l=0) and one with no serial correlation in the errors (r=0). In the simulation exercises, we take as given the paths of output and inflation, the other parameters of the policy rule, and the series of innovations, e. Of course, the paths of output and inflation will depend on the parameters l and r, since those parameters affect the dynamics of the federal funds rate. Thus, a more precise decomposition would require a model of the determination of output and inflation, which we do not pursue here.
Nevertheless, the decomposition presented may be suggestive of the relative importance of the different factors.
The results of this decomposition, shown in Table 4 , indicate that partial adjustment accounted for 38 percent of the variance of the gap between the federal funds rate and the Taylor-rule rate over our period. By contrast, serially correlated errors accounted for about 25 percent of the variance. The results also indicate that the interaction between these two components importantly added to the variance of the interest rate gap.
To assess the precision of our point estimate for the decomposition, we employ a bootstrap method that accounts for sampling error in the estimation of the parameters. The bootstrap approach is taken because the decomposition of the variance is a complicated function of the estimated regression parameters. We start by drawing 10,000 series of 60 values of e from the actual distribution of the estimated residuals. For each series of residuals, we then use our 15 There does not appear to be any residual serial correlation of the error term once we allow for both partial adjustment and serial correlation as in equation (6). By comparison, the errors in the estimates of equations (1) and (2) do appear to be serially correlated, which we take as additional evidence that each factor alone is not sufficient to fully account for the dynamic behavior of the federal funds rate. 16 Time variation in the term premium embedded in longer-term rates and various other factors can limit the predictive power of longer-term interest rates, even when movements in the short-term rate are predictable. Rudebusch allows for some variation in the term premium, but he imposes fairly strong assumptions about its behavior that may well fail to hold in practice. The relative unpredictability of future federal funds rates could also reflect a number of other factors, including large policy shocks and difficulty predicting inflation and the output gap. See Söderlind et al. (2002) for an analysis and discussion. estimated parameters and the actual values of p and y to generate values for the interest rate. We then estimate the values of the parameters for each of the 10,000 samples and calculate the decomposition for each sample. The resulting confidence intervals, which are also reported in Table 4 , are sufficiently wide that the difference between the shares of the variance accounted for by partial adjustment and serial correlation is not statistically significant. Nonetheless, one can still conclude that even once serial correlation is accounted for, partial adjustment still accounts for a significant component of the variance in the funds rate around the Taylor rule rate.
Testing for Robustness
The tests presented here depend on a variety of factors related to the model and the data. This section provides evidence that the results we report are robust to a number of changes in those factors.
Data and Sample Period
The particular measures of the economic variables used in the empirical tests do not appear to have an important qualitative effect on our results. Our main conclusions are unaffected by the use of either the core PCE price index or the core CPI instead of the GDP deflator, or by the use of the unemployment rate rather than the output gap as the measure of resource use. Our finding of large and statistically significant values of l and r are also robust to changes in the sample period. As shown in Table 5 , if we split our sample at 1994Q1 (the Estimates of the policy rule (6) from the text. Coefficients l and r are allowed to vary across subsamples; other coefficients are constrained to be equal across subsamples. T-statistics shown in parentheses are based on standard errors that have been corrected for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation using the method of Newey and West (1987) . To be consistent across policy rules estimated in levels and differences, all R 2 statistics are reported for the level of the funds rate. midpoint), the estimated values of l and r are smaller in the first subperiod. The estimates of l and r are nonetheless substantial and statistically significant in both subperiods, and the difference in the estimates of l is not statistically significant.
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Given the ongoing changes in the membership of the Federal Open Market Committee, as well as developments in policymakers' understanding of the economy, it is reasonable that the parameters of the policy rule would change over time. But despite the changes that may have occurred, our finding that the policy rule is characterized by partial adjustment, even when serially correlated errors are accounted for, appears to be robust.
Form of the Policy Rules
For simplicity we have used "backward-looking" policy rules here-i.e. models in which the funds rate is a function of actual current values of inflation and the gap, rather than expected future values. However, it is commonly argued that monetary policy should be preemptive, which has led researchers to consider various policy rules that respond to forecasts of output and Estimates of the policy rules shown by equation number from the text. Tstatistics shown in parentheses are based on standard errors that have been corrected for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation using the method of Newey and West (1987) . Forward-looking rule estimated using quarterly data from 1987Q1 to 2000Q4. The earlier end date for the sample is required for the forward-looking specification. Instruments are four lags each of the federal funds rate, inflation, and the output gap. For a description of the real-time rule, see the text. Data for the real-time rule are for 1987Q1 to 1996Q4 because the Greenbook forecasts are only available with a five-year lag. To be consistent across policy rules estimated in levels and differences, all R 2 statistics are reported for the level of the funds rate.
inflation.
18 To see if the form of the rule influences our results, we follow Rudebusch (2002) and consider an alternative rule in which policymakers adjust policy in response to expectations regarding output in the current quarter and inflation over the coming four quarters. Specifically, we replace the first equation in (5) with a Taylor-rule rate given by
where the policy decision at time t is, by assumption, based on information available at time t-1. Under this alternative specification, a version of equation (6) can be estimated using instrumental variables, where the instruments are based on information available at time t-1. 19 The results using this alternative specification are shown in the first column in Table 6 ; they are broadly 18 See, for example, Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (2000) and Orphanides (2001) . 19 The instruments we use are four lags each of the federal funds rate, inflation, and the output gap. similar to those found with the backward-looking rules. In particular, the parameters r and l are still estimated to be substantial and highly significant.
Modeling the Errors
Perhaps a more substantial concern is that our results are based on a particular model of the serially correlated errors-namely, that the omitted variable is an AR(1) variable that is orthogonal to the other variables in the Taylor rule. This corresponds to the case analyzed in Rudebusch (2002) , in which the omitted variable is interpreted as representing episodic and unpredictable events. But it might also be useful to consider the robustness of the above findings to alternative specifications of the errors.
Of course, there are surely some specifications of the error term that can generate a significant value of l, even if there is no partial adjustment. Indeed, the difficulty in arguing against this alternative hypothesis is that an omitted variable with the right properties can generate almost any effect on the estimated coefficients. As a result, we will limit the scope of our analysis to several plausible specifications of the omitted variable and investigate whether, in those cases, one might find partial adjustment even when there is none.
One possibility that raises some concern is that the Taylor-rule rate may be a noisy estimate of the central bank's policy intentions. Recall from equations (3) and (4) that the hypotheses of partial adjustment and serially correlated errors are distinguished by the contemporaneous response of the federal funds rate to changes in the Taylor-rule rate, with the partial adjustment being identified by an estimated coefficient that is less than 1. But if the Taylor-rule rate is measured with error, one might expect this coefficient to be biased downwards, thus giving the appearance of partial adjustment. Indeed, in Monte Carlo exercises we have been able to generate a positive and significant estimate for l even if the data are generated from a rule without partial adjustment (l = 0) by assuming that the econometrician only observes a noisy measure of the true Taylor-rule rate, h + = i i*
, where the error term h is i assumed to be orthogonal to ˆ.
One can imagine a number of reasons why our measure of the Taylor-rule rate might contain measurement error. One possibility that seems particularly plausible is that the analysis uses data that were not available to policymakers at the time of their policy decisions. 20 To address this issue, we re-estimate the policy rule using "real time" data on GDP and real-time forecasts of inflation over the next four quarters prepared by Federal Reserve Board staff for the Federal Open Market Committee. 21 The resulting estimates are shown in the second column of Table 6 . The responses of policy to our real-time output gap measure and the staff forecast of 20 See Lansing (2002) for a discussion of how real-time estimates of the output gap could lead to the appearance of partial adjustment even when none is present. 21 The data are taken from the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia web site. The real time data are explained in Croushore and Stark (2000) . To construct an output gap measure, we fit a quadratic trend through the data available at each point in time, allowing for a break in the linear term in 1973Q1. Because the output data are released with a lag, the data used are based on output data released during the given quarter but running through the previous quarter. The inflation forecast data reflect Federal Reserve staff forecasts during the quarter in question, as reported in Greenbooks. Our sample ends in 1995 since more recent data on Greenbook forecasts are not yet publicly available. inflation appear reasonable. More importantly, the estimated values of l and r remain large and significant.
Note the difference between the measurement error specification just discussed and the case considered by Rudebusch (2002) , in which the econometrician's measure of the Taylor-rule rate omits autocorrelated variables to which the central bank actually does respond. In that case, z + =
, where the error term z is assumed to be orthogonal to the econometrician's estimate of the Taylor-rule rate, * i i . Given the assumption of orthogonality, the presence of such an error does not generate a misleading appearance of partial adjustment, but simply shows up as an autocorrelated error term. Thus, estimates of the partial adjustment parameter would be correct as long as the econometrician allows for serially correlated errors.
Of course, the AR(1) specification of the error term considered here and analyzed in Rudebusch (2002) may be seen as a convenient simplification, whereas the omitted variable or variables might imply a more complicated error structure. 22 If so, the AR(1) form assumed in the estimation here could leave some autocorrelation, which might lead to an incorrect finding of partial adjustment. One way to test for such a possibility is to add candidate episodic variables to the policy rule and see if their inclusion reduces or eliminates the significance of the partial adjustment coefficient. We have conducted such tests by including the 10-year Treasury note yield, as suggested by the inflation scare argument in Mehra (2001) ; the Baa bond yield spread relative to a Treasury yield with comparable maturity, as suggested by the Kalman filter results in Gerlach-Kristen (2002) ; and a dummy variable to account for the early-1990s "credit crunch," as suggested by the work of Peek et al. (1999) and discussed in Rudebusch (2002) . In all of these cases, the inclusion of the candidate episodic variable or variables did not greatly affect either the size or the significance of the estimates of l.
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In short, our finding of partial adjustment in estimated policy rules appears to be quite robust. To be sure, we cannot rule out all of the possibilities that might lead to a false finding of a positive l. Nevertheless, the above discussion helps to clarify the situation that could most easily lead to the appearance of partial adjustment-error in the ˆ equation-and indicates that one of the most plausible sources of that error-the dependence of policymakers on real-time data-does not appear to drive our results.
Conclusions
The analysis presented here highlights an important difference between the behavior of the federal funds rate under a policy rule with partial adjustment versus a rule with seriallycorrelated errors. This difference can be used as the basis for empirical tests to distinguish between the two hypotheses based directly on estimates of the monetary policy rule. The results support the notion that the estimated policy rule is characterized by serially correlated errors, which could reflect the omission of various episodic factors from the policy rule, as described in Rudebusch (2002) . However, our results also confirm that, even allowing for serially correlated errors, the partial adjustment term in the estimated policy rule remains large and significant, and that it plays an important role in the dynamics of the federal funds rate.
